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Choc Lit, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Secrets, lies, carrot cake - and an owl called Skrillex! Amy Knowles has always been the plain
sidekick to her pretty best friend Jules. And whilst the tearoom they both work in on the Monkpark
Hall estate in Yorkshire is not exactly awash with eligible bachelors, it s obvious where the male
attention is concentrated - and it s not just on the cakes! There is one man who notices Amy. Joshua
Wilson also works at Monkpark, where he flies his birds of prey for visitor entertainment. He lives a
lonely existence but he has reasons for choosing isolation - and, in Amy, he may have found
somebody who understands. Then a management change brings slick and well-spoken Edmund
Evershott to Monkpark. He s interested in Amy too, but for what reason? Josh suspects the new
manager is up to no good - but will Amy? Because Edmund could leave her with much worse than a
broken heart .
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It becomes an remarkable publication that we have at any time study. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of reading a published book.
-- Ala yna  Ankunding  DV M-- Ala yna  Ankunding  DV M

A brand new e book with an all new standpoint. it was actually writtern very properly and beneficial. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of studying
a composed publication.
-- Esper a nz a  Pollich-- Esper a nz a  Pollich
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